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ABSTRACT
In recent years, we have seen an uptrend in the popularity of unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs) applying them in countless scenarios, ranging

from agricultural observation to mobile base stations. The key aspects

of the progress of UAVs are endurance and safety. For endurance, a

solar-powered, highly efficient aircraft managing the distribution of its

power resources to the different subsystems holds the potential for

continuous flight during daylight hours. For safety, the operating of UAVs

can be constrained to a designated area defined by a geo-fence.

A novel kinematic model for fixed-wing UAVs is presented, which can be

used for geo-fencing algorithms. Additionally, a data-driven power model

for propulsion power estimation based on aircraft state is discussed.
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The presented power model follows a holistic approach for fixed-wing

electric UAV propulsion power consumption that encompasses both

aircraft aerodynamics and propulsion models under realistic

assumptions. The model estimates the power consumption at battery

level based on aircraft state data. [2, 3]

EVALUATION
The models were evaluated by means of flight testing as well as

simulation. To test the geo-fencing algorithm, the autopilot was

instructed to cross the geo-fence, which was successfully prevented by

the algorithm.

Propulsion Power Modeling
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To evaluate the power model, a trajectory consisting of curves, ascents,

and descents was executed by the autopilot. The propulsion power

model showed errors ranging from negligible to approximately 5%.

Furthermore, the model showed similar results in the Emulation

Environment incorporating Power-Awareness into uavEE.
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GEO-FENCING KINEMATIC MODEL
For geo-fencing applications on fixed-wing UAVs, a precise kinematic

model is needed. The presented model is based on a constant roll-rate

assumption. Representing the position of the aircraft in x and y

directions on the complex plane as 𝑐 𝑡 = 𝑥 𝑡 + i𝑦(𝑡) allows the

description of every point on the trajectory in the following way:
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Beta-Curve:

Beta Incomplete 

Function:

Parameters:

Constant Roll-Rate: 𝜙 𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡 + 𝜙0
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Beta-Trajectory
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The full derivation of the Beta-Curve can be found in [1]. Using the

uavEE Emulation Environment in [3], the predicted trajectory is

compared to the flight path of an aircraft in a high-fidelity simulation.

Two examples show the difference of the trajectory, given a different

initial roll angle (0 degree and -45 degrees) rolling up to 45 degrees.

The simulation shows a high accuracy of the Beta-Trajectory as well as a

significant dependency on the initial roll angle. Using the new kinematic

model a geo-fencing algorithm is developed that estimates critical

points on the trajectory, evaluates them, and if needed overrides the

control of the aircraft.

Using a data-driven approach, the aircraft parameters are estimated

using linear regression with a non-linear modeled kernel function. This

approach allows the power model to be used on different fixed-wing

aircraft without expensive wind-tunnel testing.
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